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Wallis Annenberg Center for the Performing Arts  
Appoints Gretchen Pace to Board of Directors 

 
Pace Is Vice President, Market General Manager at  

Neiman Marcus Beverly Hills and Topanga 
 

  
(Beverly Hills, CA, March 29, 2022) – The Wallis Annenberg Center for the Performing Arts has 
appointed to its Board of Directors Gretchen Pace, Vice President and Market General Manager 
at Neiman Marcus Beverly Hills and Topanga, announced Chairman Michael Nemeroff. The 
Wallis, located in the heart of Beverly Hills, presents and produces an eclectic range of world-
class theater, dance, opera, classical music, cinema and family programming that reflect the 
diverse communities and landscape of Los Angeles.  
	
“Gretchen is an arts lover, dedicated community builder and strategic thinker who brings  
creativity,  a thoughtful approach and proven business experience to her new role on the Board 
of Directors,” said Nemeroff. “We are honored that she has accepted this leadership role with 
The Wallis. Gretchen’s service on our Board continues a long legacy of support of The Wallis 
from Neiman Marcus and its leadership.”  
 
Executive Director/CEO Rachel Fine adds, “Long before The Wallis’ opening in 2013, Neiman 
Marcus was among the original founding donors ensuring that the performing arts would have a 
vibrant world-class home in Beverly Hills. Gretchen Pace continues the outstanding Board 
service of two Neiman Marcus predecessors who helped build The Wallis during its nascent 
years.”  
 
Pace’s involvement with The Wallis includes facilitating Neiman Marcus’ sponsorship of The 
Wallis’ recent benefit, “The Wallis Delivers: Al Fresco Night,” honoring the City of Beverly Hills, 
on September 24, 2021. Neiman Marcus was also a sponsor of “Dreambuilders: From Post Office 
to Box Office,” a virtual benefit commemorating the 25th anniversary of The Wallis’ founding and 
honoring The Honorable Vicki Reynolds, President Emeritus Richard Rosenzweig and Founding 
President Paul Selwyn, on December 3, 2020. 
 
Pace has more than 23 years of luxury retail experience, including seven at Neiman Marcus 
Beverly Hills and Topanga. She has spent professional time on both the east and west coasts, 



	

	

developing a style sensibility, business acumen and personal relationships that capture the best 
of both worlds. Pace believes in selling with a point of view and the importance of storytelling 
within retail. She is a leader for Neiman Marcus' west coast strategy and an innovator within the 
company. Her relationships with clients extend beyond the selling floor with clients who look to 
her for fashion inspiration, as well as thought-leadership and trusted resourcefulness. Pace, who 
studied at the Art Institute of Boston, is passionate about the arts. A skilled potter with an 
encyclopedic knowledge of music, she also serves as Neiman Marcus Beverly Hills and Topanga's 
resident DJ.  
 
 
About the Wallis Annenberg Center for the Performing Arts:   
The Wallis Annenberg Center for the Performing Arts is a dynamic cultural hub and community resource 
where local, national and international artists share their artistry with ever-expanding audiences. The 
campus, located in the heart of Beverly Hills, CA, is committed to robust and distinctive presentations and 
education programs curated with both creativity and social impact in mind. Distinguished by its eclectic 
programming that mirrors the diverse landscape of Los Angeles and its location in the entertainment 
capital of the world, The Wallis has produced and presented more than 300 dance, theater, opera, 
classical music, cinema and family programs since its doors opened in October 2013. Hailed as “au 
courant” (LaLa Magazine), The Wallis was lauded by Culture Vulture, which proclaims, “If you love 
expecting the unexpected in the performing arts, you have to love The Wallis.” Its programming has been 
nominated for 79 Ovation Awards and nine L.A. Drama Critic's Circle Awards. The campus itself, a 
breathtaking 70,000-square-foot facility, celebrating the classic and the modern, has garnered six 
architectural awards. Designed by acclaimed architect Zoltan E. Pali (SPF:architects), the restored building 
features the original 1933 Beverly Hills Post Office (on the National Register of Historic Places), which 
serves as the theater's dramatic yet welcoming lobby, and includes the contemporary 500-seat, state-of-
the-art Bram Goldsmith Theater; the 150-seat Lovelace Studio Theater; an inviting open-air plaza for 
family, community and other performances; and GRoW @ The Wallis: A Space for Arts Education, where 
learning opportunities for all ages and backgrounds abound. Together, these elements embrace the city's 
history and its future, creating a performing arts destination for L.A.-area visitors and residents alike. The 
Wallis Annenberg Center for the Performing Arts is led by Chairman of the Board Michael Nemeroff and 
Executive Director & Chief Executive Officer Rachel Fine. 
 
For more information about The Wallis, please visit: TheWallis.org.  
For downloadable photos, please visit: TheWallis.org/Press. 
Like The Wallis on Facebook, and follow us on Twitter and Instagram  
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